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FREEDOM LIES IN BEING BOLD
“With the FD Series, we directly address the
market’s demand for style, space and performance.
Traditional yacht design wouldn’t accommodate
the layouts and features we wanted, so advanced
engineering and careful planning has been a

Defining the FD Series

necessity for many of the FD models. This is exactly
what sets Horizon apart from other builders - our
drive for innovation and our willingness to push the

VO LUME
The FD Series yacht offers interior space and volume that is unrivaled, allowing for

proverbial envelope.” — CEO John Lu

layouts and amenities once limited to much larger builds.

S T Y LE
From the design studio of Cor D. Rover, the FD Series yacht is defined by large
windows, generous deck spaces and a striking, head-turning profile.

CO MFO RT
The FD Series yacht boasts an innovative High Performance Piercing Bow and hull
design that affords superb comfort in all sea conditions.

The High Performance
Piercing Bow (HPPB)

E FFICIE NT CR UISING P E R FORMANC E.
The FD Series features a High Performance Piercing Bow (HPPB) - a proprietary
design by Horizon Yachts in consultation with Cor D. Rover.
This design, in conjunction with the hybrid hull shape and tunnel design, delivers a
shallow draft, more comfortable ride, lower resistance and excellent stability.
The HPPB and hull design demonstrated across-the board hydrodynamic
improvements in both tank and CFD testing. While alternative bow designs that
feature protrusions work more efficiently at either high or slower speeds,
the HPPB brings both efficiency at slower speeds and performance at higher speeds.

FD S ERI ES ORD ERS BY MOD EL

FD75 // 2019 - PRESENT

FD80 // 2018 - PRESENT
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FD90 // 2016 - PRESENT

H ORI ZON ’S F D S ER IES YAC HT S A R O U ND T HE GLO B E
Introduced to the world market in 2016, the Horizon Fast Displacement
FD100 // 2019 - PRESENT

FD110 // 2017 - PRESENT

Our Owners Don’t Chase Dreams, They Define Them
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(FD) Series has taken the yachting industry by storm, noted for its striking
style, appreciated for its well-planned layout, and praised for its exceptional
stability and performance.
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Much of the success of this series, designed in collaboration with Cor D.
Rover, can be attributed to our clients, who provide the inspiration for
enhanced functionality and ingenious design ideas. The series offers
megayacht living and proven performance.
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HULL NUMBER

OWNER NATIONALITY

LAUNCH DATE

DESCRIPTION

FD75 Hull 1

European

March 2020

FD75 Hull 2

American

FD75 Hull 3

FD75 Hull 4
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HULL NUMBER

OWNER NATIONALITY

LAUNCH DATE

DESCRIPTION

Intended for the active owner, the innovative FD75 features a raised pilothouse design that accommodates
both an open bridge and a lower helm area. Uniquely, the FD75 is a four-stateroom yacht, and includes a
full-beam, on-deck master stateroom fitted with an en suite and walk-in closets. While the yacht is owner/
operator capable, accommodations for two crew members are found aft. Hull One made its world debut at
the 2020 Horizon Open House and was subsequently sold to a repeat Horizon owner from the U.K.

FD75 Hull 6

American

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
April 2022

The latest FD75 is now under construction for a repeat Horizon owner, who previously owned an E73.
With an LOA of 73 feet to meet the owner's slip dimensions, this design features an enclosed skylounge
and is the first Skyline version in the U.S. The owner elected to eliminate the raised pilothouse to allow for
a galley forward on the main deck. The yacht features a four-stateroom layout with crew quarters aft and
will be delivered in the Spring of 2022.

October 2020

Hull Two of the FD75 made its U.S. debut at the 2020 Palm Beach International Boat Show, where it turned
heads for its pocket superyacht appearl. Uniquely this FD75 showcases a galley-aft configuration, which
allows for the entire aft portion of the main deck to operate as one large entertaining space. The yacht was
sold to a first-time Horizon owner immediately following its debut.

FD80 Hull 1

American

January 2019

The FD80 Hull One was specified for the American market and made its world debut at the 2019 Palm
Beach International Boat Show. Sold to an American owner, she features an Open Bridge configuration,
a four-stateroom layout with an on-deck master, and a beach club.

Asian

August 2021

Conceived primarily for entertainment, Hull Three has been uniquely customized to accommodate parties
of up to 20 guests. The space that normally holds the full-beam, on-deck master stateroom forward has
been designed as a Karaoke room with convertible beds while the lower deck houses three staterooms
designed to sleep multiple guests. The flybridge boasts a DJ booth, disco lighting and a fog machine, and
a crew cabin and mess area is situated at the stern.

FD80 Hull 2

Australian

April 2019

This FD80 is the first model to feature the Skyline configuration and sold quickly after her debut at the
2019 Sanctuary Cove International Boat Show. The owner commented that he was most impressed
with the interior arrangement and on-deck master stateroom as well as the exterior spaces and
specified equipment.

Australian

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
October 2021

“We chose to work with the Horizon Yacht Australia and Taiwan teams as we believed that they understood and
embraced our vision. We believe that we are investing in a company that has the technology, knowledge and design
experience to deliver the yacht of our dreams. The result will be a stunning vessel, designed to suit our lifestyle that
we can share with our friends and family. “– OWNER

FD80 Hull 3

American

August 2019

“We were very impressed with the overall engineering throughout the yacht. Horizon pays attention to the
important user aspects of the vessel, like designing for accessibility and temperature control for the DirecTV
system, for example. “– OWNER
This is the first FD80 with a Skyline configuration to be delivered to the U.S. Boasting the same voluminous
interior and innovative features as its predecessors, this four-stateroom yacht offers its own unique
features, including a folding table on the starboard side of the salon that extends to a full dining table.

To suit their active cruising lifestyle, the Australian owners of the FD75 Hull Four specified a threestateroom layout comprising the semi on-deck, full-beam master stateroom and two large full-beam
guest staterooms on the lower deck. A large beach club and Hi/Lo swim platform reside aft of the engine
room. This is the first FD75 to feature a Skyline configuration.
FD75 Hull 5

Australian

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
March 2022

Hull Five of the owner/operator FD75 model has been contracted by an Australian owner. She will feature
an Open Bridge design and a bright Scandi-style interior highlighted by light woods. Currently under
construction, she will be delivered to her owner in the Spring of 2022.

FD80 Hull 4

Asian

October 2020

Featuring a Skyline configuration, the FD80 Hull Four accommodates eight guests in four staterooms,
including an on-deck master. Accessed through fully opening folding glass doors, the main salon takes
advantage of its 22’ 8” beam and features a sumptuous L-shaped settee to port, with a convertible
breakfast/dining table to starboard. She was purchased by a Hong Kong-based owner.
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HULL NUMBER

OWNER NATIONALITY

LAUNCH DATE

DESCRIPTION

FD80 Hull 5

American

September 2021

FD80 Hull 6

American

Spec for Australian Market

AVAILABLE

FD80 Hull 7
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HULL NUMBER

OWNER NATIONALITY

LAUNCH DATE

DESCRIPTION

Sold during construction to a first-time yacht owner, this latest FD80 features a Skyline configuration
with a full-beam master stateroom on the main deck and three guest cabins on the lower deck, with crew
quarters for four and a beach club situated aft. The owner customized the boat deck to accommodate
two jet skis as well as a six-person Jacuzzi and bar with stools.

FD85 Hull 2

European

July 2017

Commissioned for an experienced European owner who was attracted to the FD85’s unique design at the
2016 Taiwan Show, this interior layout was adjusted with additional living and entertainment amenities
incorporated. Hull Two is the first of the FD Series to feature the High Performance Piercing Bow (HPPB)
design, which became standard on all subsequent builds. The technically-oriented owner reports back that
it is one of the best boats he has ever experienced.

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
February 2022

Featuring a Skyline configuration with a unique helipad specified for the bridge deck aft, the FD80 Hull
Six is currently in build and is on schedule to deliver in the Spring of 2022. This yacht will feature a
four-stateroom layout with an on-deck master and crew quarters and a beach club aft.

FD85 Hull 3

American

September 2017

“We had eight- to ten-foot seas; it was some pretty nasty weather and I was very pleased with how the boat
handled. ”– OWNER

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
March 2022

Specified for the Australian market, this FD80 features a semi-enclosed configuration with a spacious
enclosed wheelhouse on the upper deck and a semi-enclosed skylounge open to the boat deck with a
large Jacuzzi aft. Offering four staterooms including a full beam, on-deck master, the latest FD80 features
a spacious salon with a convertible dining table/breakfast bar, a spacious aft deck for al fresco dining and
entertainment, and crew quarters as well as a beach club aft.

FD87 Hull 4

Built on spec, this inventory boat was sold to a current Horizon owner who was impressed with the
space afforded by the Series' high-volume design.

American

January 2018

“We’re happy with the boat, happy with her performance and reliability and happy with our decisions and
relationship with Horizon. If I could go back in time, I’d basically do the exact same thing again, and hope that
point resonates with potential buyers. ”– OWNER
Hull Four was commissioned for an owner with a strong marine background who was drawn to the
HPPB design. The yacht features a blue hull and is the first FD87 design as well as the first FD to feature
the Skyline enclosed bridge and beach club.

Spec for American Market

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
August 2022

Specified for the American market, the next FD80 will feature a four-stateroom layout with an on-deck
master suite. Configured with an enclosed skylounge, this yacht also includes spacious crew quarters and
a beach club aft.

FD85 Hull 5

European

March 2018

This experienced owner was looking to upgrade to the 110-120ft range but felt the FD85 answered his
family's space needs in an easy-to-operate platform. The owner and his wife specified a combination
settee and dining table and widened the door at the stern to accommodate a bicycle. They increased the
size of the bar on the flybridge, added more bar seating, and customized two large electric retractable
sunroof openings. They operate the yacht themselves.

FD85 Hull 1

Asian

January 2016

Designed in collaboration with Cor D. Rover, this FD85 was the first FD Series model to be introduced
to the market at the 2016 Taiwan International Boat Show. She was purchased by a four-time Horizon
yacht owner from Japan.

FD85 Hull 6

Australian

September 2018

“With the boat’s range and the ability to land a helicopter on board, the possibilities are endless. It is the equivalent
of having a 120ft motor yacht under 90 feet. ”– OWNER

AVAILABLE

FD80 Hull 8

The owner of Hull Six specified a helipad, so Horizon constructed a carbon fiber bridge hardtop that was
certified to meet the structural strength required. A foldable hydraulic radar arch was designed to lower
the boat’s height to 24 feet (7.5m).
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HULL NUMBER

OWNER NATIONALITY

LAUNCH DATE

DESCRIPTION

FD87 Hull 7

European

January 2019

FD85 Hull 8

Australian

September 2018
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HULL NUMBER

OWNER NATIONALITY

LAUNCH DATE

DESCRIPTION

Commissioned for an experienced yachting family looking to upgrade to a more comfortable, longer range
cruising yacht, Hull Seven is the first to feature a walkaround deck design, and is distinguished by a stone
grey hull with a light gold boot stripe.

FD87 Hull 12

American

February 2020

Commissioned for new Horizon owners with extensive yachting experience, the FD87 Hull 12 features
numerous interior and exterior customizations. On the aft deck, the starboard-side staircase has been
removed to incorporate a full wet bar and storage area. In the interior, a lower-level stateroom has been
re-imagined as a storage room, complete with refrigeration for long journeys.

“It’s overwhelming the amount of people you can have onboard at any one time. I have built my dream boat and
we are looking forward to traveling anywhere our hearts desire. ”– OWNER

FD90 Hull 14

American

September 2020

These Australian owners were very happy with Horizon’s willingness to make changes and present new
designs. They also use the vessel for corporate entertainment.

“Horizon’s willingness to modify their design is limited only by your imagination. We tried to keep all the things we
liked about our Horizon E88 while incorporating the greater volume of the FD87. As we only need three staterooms,
that left the forward area of the main deck available for a different purpose. In keeping with the more informal use
of our vessel, the country kitchen was a logical step with room left over for a desk with computer station. Our dogs
also played into the design and Horizon made numerous modifications to keep them safe aboard while cruising. ”
– OWNER
Commissioned for repeat Horizon owners, the custom FD90 is based on an extended FD87 hullform and
features a unique layout, with a large country kitchen and pantry in the space normally occupied by the
on-deck master.

FD87 Hull 9

American

January 2019

This inventory boat was sold during the construction process to her American owner. She is the first FD87
to feature a semi-walkaround side deck on the upper level and boasts a foredeck lounging area complete
with refrigeration and icemaker. Owner-specified features for increased functionality include a convertible
dining table, Hi/Lo dining table on the aft deck and sliding bow tables.

FD87 Hull 16

American

October 2020

This FD87 is the first Horizon build for experienced American owners, who were drawn to the design
by the amount of volume it affords in comparison to traditional motor yachts. The owners also appreciated
the opportunity to customize their yacht to suit their lifestyle. Hull 16 features five spacious staterooms,
including a full-beam on-deck master suite in which the owner specified a full-beam his-and-hers ensuite
– the first of its kind aboard an FD87. Crew quarters for four are situated aft of the engine room, next
to the fully equipped beach club with a Hi/Lo swim platform, which the owners had upgraded to
accommodate 2,500lbs.

FD87 Hull 10

European

July 2019

The FD87 Skyline Hull Ten, which has obtained CE marking, offers five staterooms with an enclosed
skylounge on the upper deck. The light and airy main deck salon, highlighted by oak woodwork, features an
ingenious convertible dining table that easily folds up into a breakfast bar - just one of the many superyacht
amenities in its voluminous design. The yacht debuted at the 2019 Cannes Yachting Festival and was sold
to a European owner.

FD87 Hull 18

Australian

May 2021

Built on spec, this yacht is a Limited Edition design from the Cor D. Rover Signature Series, and features the
Rover-designed FD Series exterior styling as well as a custom-designed interior penned at the hands of
the Dutch designer. The five-stateroom yacht features an on-deck master suite as well as a semi-enclosed
skylounge and beach garage. The lightweight hardtop doubles as a touch-and-go helipad and includes a
hydraulic telescopic radar arch. She was quickly sold after the debut at the 2021 Sanctuary Cove Boat Show.

FD87 Hull 11

American

August 2019

Built on spec for the American market, this FD87 Skyline features a spacious on-deck master stateroom
and four further staterooms on the lower deck. A 23' 3" beam takes advantage of the yacht's large windows
and impressive volume, offering comfortable living, dining and entertaining spaces, including an aft beach
club. She made her U.S. debut at the 2019 Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show and was delivered just
in time for the holidays to a repeat Horizon client who has previously owned an E73 and an E84.

FD90 Hull 20

Asian

August 2021

“I want to express my thanks and appreciation to you and the team at Horizon for the wonderful job you did in the
interior design and fitting of M/Y Tyee. I am very happy and satisfied with the quality, the excellent workmanship,
and attention to details throughout the entire yacht. ”– OWNER
The first FD Series yacht sold in Southeast Asia, this FD90 is also the 20th hull of the popular FD87 model
and features a five-stateroom layout with an enclosed skylounge configuration.

OWNER NATIONALITY

LAUNCH DATE

DESCRIPTION

FD87 Hull 22

Spec for European Market

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
January 2022

FD87 Hull 24

Australian

FD90 Hull 25
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HULL NUMBER

OWNER NATIONALITY

LAUNCH DATE

DESCRIPTION

Specified for the European market, this FD87 will be configured with five staterooms including an
on-deck master. This new FD87 will also feature an enclosed skylounge as well as a beach club aft.

FD92 Hull 2

American

December 2020

Multiple areas for entertaining and the dual option of an enclosed skylounge and open flybridge make
this second FD92 an attention-getter. Within the 23’ 3” beam, the FD92 accommodates a total of five
staterooms including a full-beam, on-deck master stateroom with a his-and-hers ensuite and plenty of
storage. She has been sold to a repeat Horizon FD owner.

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
December 2021

Specified for the Australian market, this FD87 features a Skyline configuration and a five-stateroom layout
including an on-deck master. Entertaining and lounging are prioritized throughout the deck areas and a
Jacuzzi with a bar counter and three stools is situated on the boat deck. She has sold to an Australian
owner who previously owned a Horizon E88.

FD92 Hull 3

American

February 2021

Designed for the American market, the FD92 Hull 3 features a five-stateroom layout with an on-deck
master suite as well as an enclosed skylounge and open flybridge offering multiple areas for entertaining
and navigation. She was sold to experienced American owners.

Spec for Australian Market

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
May 2022

Specified for the Australian market, this new FD90 will also feature an enclosed skylounge as well as a
beach club aft. This yacht is estimated to launch in 2022.

FD92 Hull 4

American

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
November 2021

This tri-deck, five-stateroom yacht offers a full-beam, on-deck master and four additional staterooms on
the lower deck along with crew quarters for three. The uppermost deck comes equipped with a helm and
seating while the bridge deck houses a bar and a six-person Jacuzzi. Dinette seating, sunpads and a fridge/
icemaker comprise the lounging area on the foredeck. The FD92 features a fully equipped beach club and a
Hi/Lo swim platform. She will be launched in the Winter of 2021.

FD90 Hull 26

American

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
August 2022

The owner of the latest FD90 selected Horizon for their willingness to customize the layout to his
specifications. This latest build features a truly customized layout, which includes an open main salon
with a large convertible dining table and an on-deck master stateroom forward. Four further staterooms
are specified for the lower deck, with crew quarters and a beach garage aft of the engine room. Additional
dining and lounging is planned for the upper deck, which features an enclosed wheelhouse, forward of
which additional lounging surrounds a Jacuzzi tub on the foredeck. This new yacht will be delivered to her
owner in the Summer of 2022.

FD102 Hull 23

Australian

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
December 2021

Yet another showcase of Horizon's willingness to customize to an owner's yachting preferences, this
tri-deck FD92 yacht features an extended LOA of 103 feet. Equipped with a semi-enclosed skylounge
and spacious boat deck, this build is designed with an on-deck master and four additional en suite
staterooms on the lower deck.

FD92 Hull 1

American

September 2020

“Production builders may say they will work with you to personalize your boat, but in the end you only have a
couple of choices and can give limited input. Horizon is truly a custom builder. Horizon will do as much or as little
as you want and you can get as involved as much as you want to, I was truly impressed with their organization. ”
– OWNER

FD100 Hull 6

Spec for American Market

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
May 2022

Designed for the American market, the new FD100 accommodates ten guests in five staterooms, including
an on-deck master. The tri-deck layout allows for an enclosed skylounge with an open flybridge on the
uppermost deck. Plentiful deck areas add to the entertainment options found throughout this spacious
yacht. She will make her U.S. debut in the Summer of 2022.

Commissioned for first-time Horizon owners with superyacht ownership experience, the FD92 Hull 1 is the
first of the FD Series to feature a tri-deck layout, allowing for an enclosed skylounge as well as an open
flybridge. Among the many customizations are a his-and-hers ensuite in the on-deck master stateroom
and a Jacuzzi on the foredeck.

AVAILAB LE

HULL NUMBER

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE
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HULL NUMBER

OWNER NATIONALITY

LAUNCH DATE

DESCRIPTION

FD102 Hull 1

European

February 2020

This client was interested in a bigger version of the FD87 Skyline and requested a yacht with an extended
range and more superyacht amenities. Horizon and Series designer Cor D. Rover returned to the drawing
boards to customize a yacht that suited this owner’s vision. At an overall length of 108 feet, the FD102
Skyline offers a wide 25' 3" beam and large outdoor spaces accessed by a unique walkaround design.

FD102 Hull 2

American

April 2020

“It was a very pleasant building experience working with everyone at Horizon both in the U.S. and Taiwan. Their
willingness to consider our ideas, incorporate their own and to be willing to compromise on important matters is
very commendable. We look forward to many years of enjoyable cruising on our specially designed yacht. ”
– OWNER
The FD102 Skyline Hull Two is the first Horizon build for the experienced owners, who customized their
interior to feature a circular dining table on the main deck aft and incorporated Humphree stabilizers and
interceptor tabs for added performance. Theirs was the first yacht to feature a semi-enclosed skylounge
- a design that has been mimicked in later builds.

FD110 Hull 3

American

October 2020

“Horizon has done more than 'right' by us, and accommodated our extensive customizations, from over one ton of
additional sound proofing to internally heated German windshields to his-and-hers heads and showers. Horizon
truly lets you build it your way and the FD Series offers impressive gross tonnage in a 110ft package. ”– OWNER
The third and latest FD Series superyacht is equally innovative and unique in relation to her sisterships,
and is bursting with owner-inspired features that set her in a class of her own. Distinguished by a daring
metallic grey hull, this yacht features a four-stateroom layout, plus gym and full laundry facilities, including
an on-deck master stateroom with a his-and-hers en suite. Customizations are plentiful on this well
thought-out yacht, including a stunning fire pit built into the skylounge deck for cool northern evenings.

Spec for American Market

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
February 2022

Specified for the American market and fitted out to offer the ultimate in space and luxury, Hull Four of the
FD110 model is currently under construction. This FD110 Skyline features a tri-deck configuration and a
five-stateroom layout including an on-deck master suite with spacious crew quarters situated aft of the
engine room. This FD110 will debut in early 2022.

FD110 Hull 5

Spec for Global Market

Under Construction
Estimated Launch
November 2022

Currently in build and designed for the global market, this FD110 Hull Five features a tri-deck layout and is
on schedule to launch in late 2022.

AVAILAB LE

AVAIL AB LE

FD110 Hull 4

Innovation
Efficiency
Style

Space
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// FORE AND AFT

Unique for this size
range, the FD Series
offers the option of a

// DECK SPACE

fully equipped beach

The spacious main

club that can double

and bridge aft decks

as a crew mess or

are designed to suit

tender garage. The

owner preference.

foredeck areas are
also maximized and

DEFINE YOUR

DECK AREAS

can be protected
Owner Inspired Feature:
Refrigerator/Ice Maker

with sunshades.
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DEFINE YOUR

// ENJOY THE VIEW

INTERIOR

Enormous windows
are a defining feature,
allowing in plenty
of natural light and
capturing the views.

// SPACE REDEFINED

Exceptional volume
and a wide beam
allow for incredible
interior space.

Owner Inspired Feature:
Convertible Dining Table

BENEATH THE WATERLINE

Comprised of a hybrid hull shape and tunnel design, the High Performance Piercing Bow (HPPB)
delivers a shallow draft, more comfortable ride, lower resistance and excellent stability in comparison
to a traditional fast displacement, hard-chine hull design.

Current Models
FD75

Tailored to the Adventurous Yachtsman

FD80

On-Deck Master and Beach Club

FD100

FD110

Innovation on Every Level

Volume, Views, Versatility

FD90
TRI-DECK

TRI-DECK

SKYLINE

SKYLINE

Five Staterooms, Infinite Options

FD125

CUSTOMIZATION COMES STANDARD.
Each model featured is the result of a design evolution accommodating an owner’s vision.

The FD Series yacht can be customized and engineered to your preference.
Luxury, Space, Sophistication

D E F I N E

Y O U R

H O R I Z O N

Horizon owners are experienced, discerning yachtsmen who understand that
building with Horizon is a collaboration of experts, where innovation is valued and
functionality and performance are paramount.

All GAs, layouts and specifications shown represent actual builds and designs at the time of publication but are subject to change without notice.
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DEFINE YOUR HORIZON

